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Crypto Payments

Crypto Payments, Apple Pay, and Google Pay are all
active on our subscription portal. If you would like to
make any payment changes you can do so by
updating your accounts at Cryptonairz.com.

INCASE YOU
MISSED IT!
Food Farmer Finance (FFF)

Watch Now!
T.A. Class #1 w/ Zek
Introduction To Crypto Trading

Annual SB Subscriptions now
available!
Do you plan to be a Super Bull member for the long
haul? We have a special deal for you! Sign up for an
annual membership for a discounted rate of $1,000.

Watch Now!
Lava Financial (LAVA) AMA

Watch Now!
Redlight Node District
(RND) AMA
Watch Now!
Diatom DAO (DIAT) AMA

Return of the bull

The Bull subscription will return February 1st, 2022.

Watch Now!
Salty Pirates Crew (SPC)
AMA
Watch Now!

UPCOMING EVENTS
Node Bears NFT AMA

Project X (PXT2) AMA

Cryptonairz Discord

Cryptonairz Discord

Monday Jan 31st, 2022 @3pm EST

Saturday, Feb 5th, 2022 @5pm EST

Emerald Nodes AMA

T.A. Class #3 w/ Zek

Cryptonairz Discord

Cryptonairz Discord

Monday Jan 31st, 2022 @9pm EST

Saturday, Feb 5th, 2022 @3pm EST
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OVERALL MARKET
SENTIMENT
Since the beginning of 2022 more than half a trillion dollars has been shed from the market
capitalization of cryptocurrency, and more than a trillion if we adjust that timeline back to November of
2021. Uncertainty continues to spread as investors fear what lies ahead regarding regulations. Such
uncertainty has caused many to shift their funds into stablecoins and watch as things progress from the
sidelines. The Biden Administration is rumored to have plans to order cryptocurrency regulatory
framework within the coming weeks as a matter of national security. Whether we rise or fall will depend
widely on how the U.S. government decides to proceed as other countries will look to the U.S. as a
weathervane to determine how they will choose to proceed with their regulatory policies. Working
towards formulating a solution that will allow the government to maintain fiscal control while not
simultaneously stifling blockchain innovation, perhaps the biggest technological advancement this
generation will witness, has proven to be a difficult task. If you categorize yourself as a crypto enthusiast
you may see these prices as a great entry point for long term position, however the bottom line here for
anyone considering entering this market is to do so with extreme caution. While most of us are here
because we believe in the innovation that blockchain holds, change can ensue at anytime.

NFTs
Salty Pirates Crew
If you're looking to dive into NFT projects in 2022 Salty Pirates Crew (SPC) is a new
one worth mentioning. SPC is a collection of 3,000 PFP (Profile Picture) NFTs
minted on the Ethereum network. Holding the NFT will eventually allow you the
opportunity to stake and generate yield in the utility token SALT which will be
used within the SPC ecosystem. The public sale went live on 1/24 and sold out in
less than 2 hours with the NFT floor price increasing more than 3x from launch
price. Cryptonairz hosted an AMA with Salty Pirates Crew on 1/17. If you were
unable to attend and are interested in learning more about the project, check out
the link to the YouTube recording in the "incase you missed it" section.

Alien vs Human
If you enjoyed the well known Ethereum based NFT project Wolf Game, then you may
be interested in Alien vs Humans. This project is a fork of the risk to earn (R2E)
project Wolf Game on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC)! The mint went live on January
29th allowing you to enjoy the same type of game play as Wolf Game but with
cheaper gas fees, and who doesn't love cheaper gas fees?!

Cryptonairz Website

YouTube Channel Twitter
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NODE WORTHY

LAUNCH PAD
Redlight Node District (RND)

Universe Nodes
UNIV is the talk of the node space this week bringing a fun and
refreshing twist to the DaaS market. This avalanche based project is
the first of its kind to allow nodes to be transferred, exchanged, and
traded in the form of an NFT! Universe calls their nodes planets when you create a planet 75% of the UNIV tokens are burned making
the coin more scarce with each node creation. You can choose to

Launch: Sunday 1/30

Node Bears NFT
Launch: 2/1
Unsure whether or not this is the project for you?
Join us for an AMA with the Node Bears on
Monday NFT team to learn more about it.

cash out your rewards or compound them for a bonus multiplier.

Lava Nodes
Launch: TBD

LAVA Nodes
LAVA is a hybrid NaaS project that runs on the avalanche network.
Their model allows them to invest the treasury funds into validator
nodes as well as private projects. What is unique about LAVA is the
rewards are distributed to stakers and node holders in the form of
the investments held by the treasury rather than receiving rewards in
the native token.

T.A. COURSE
Free For All Members!
Are you new to Technical Analysis. and interested in
learning more? join our T.A. expert Zek on Saturday
February 5th @3pm EST for the third class in a six
part series. If you missed the first two classes, that's
ok! We've got you covered. Check out "Incase You
Missed It" to brush up on class #1. Class #2 recording
is coming soon!

Dont Forget to Check Out Our
Daily News Show on Youtube
AROUND THE CLOC - DAILY CRYPTO NEWS, MONDAY THRU
FRIDAY @ 8PM EST FEATURING BLOCKCHAIN EXPERTS CORY
AND ALLYSON
Cryptonairz Website

YouTube Channel

Twitter

